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Abstract 
The upper chromatic number ~(g)  of a set system 9V is the maximum number of colours 
that can be assigned to the elements of the underlying set of oYf in such a way that each H E ~'~ 
contains a monochromatic pair of elements. We prove that a Steiner triple system of order 
v ~< 2k - 1 has an upper chromatic number which is at most k. This bound is the best possible, 
and the extremal configurations attaining equality can be characterized. Some consequences for 
Steiner quadruple systems are also obtained. 
I .  In t roduct ion  
In this paper we study the concept of  upper chromatic number, introduced recently 
by Voloshin [8, 9]. When a hypergraph (set system) 9¢f is considered, this invariant 
~(~)  is the maximum number of colours that can be assigned to the vertices (i.e., 
to the elements of the vertex set V ( J f )  := UHea~H) of ~,~ in such a way that each 
H E ~ contains a monochromatic pair of elements. In the more general setting of  
mixed hyperoraphs [9], ~ is written in the form ~¢ U g, i.e., the members of  the set 
system are of  two types: edoes E E ~ and anti-edges A E d .  (The subhypergraphs d 
and g need not be disjoint.) In this case the requirements for a colouring are different 
for edges and anti-edges: 
Definition 1. A strict k-colouring, k >>. 1, of a mixed hypergraph ~ is a colouring of  
the vertices of our in such a way that the following conditions hold: 
(1) Each anti-edge has at least two vertices of  the same colour; 
(2) No edge is monochromatic; 
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(3) The number of used colours is exactly k; 
(4) All vertices are coloured. 
This concept leads to the following two graph invariants which are dual in some 
sense. 
Definition 2. Let 4¢g be a mixed hypergraph. The upper chromatic number, denoted 
~(~) ,  is the largest k for which there exists a strict k-colouring of ~,u:; and the smallest 
k admitting a strict k-colouring, Z(~) ,  is called its lower chromatic number. 
For g = 0 and ~1 = 0, the monochromatic and the totally multicoloured vertex sets, 
respectively, provide us with a strict colouring (though usually far from being optimal), 
so that X(~)  and ~(:'ff) are well-defined in these 'extreme' cases. Otherwise it can 
happen, however, that the mixed hypergraph 4ff admits no strict colouring. 
Definition 3. If a mixed hypergraph Jog has no strict colouring, then 3¢g is called 
uncolourable, and both Z(Jd) and ~(Xg) are defined to be 0. 
Notice further that the classical concept of chromatic number is obtained when 
d = 0, i.e., when the hypergraph has no anti-edges. Our main concern here will be the 
opposite case, g = 0. 
In this note we begin the study of ~(o~ff) for Steiner systems, a problem posed by 
Voloshin (private communication, 1993). We concentrate on Steiner triple and quadru- 
ple systems; symmetric designs with larger block size wilt be studied in the forthcoming 
paper [7]. Besides the case d = ~¢t ~, 8 = 0 (dealt with in the bulk of this work), we 
shall also make a few comments on the case ~¢ = g = ~((, i.e., where the Steiner 
system in question is viewed as a mixed hypergraph with all blocks being edges and 
anti-edges at the same time. In both situations, each block (H E ~)  must have at least 
two vertices of the same colour (and, in the latter, every block has at least two vertices 
coloured differently) in every strict colouring. 
Our main result is a tight bound on the upper chromatic number of Steiner triple 
systems of given order (Theorem 1). We can also characterize the extremal structures 
(triple systems attaining the upper bound). Moreover, it can be proved that not only the 
arrangement of the blocks but also the cardinalities of the colour classes are determined 
in the 'extremal' strict colourings, as they necessarily grow in the powers of 2. 
A consequence of the general upper bound is that there exist Steiner triple systems 
which become uncolourable when viewed as mixed hypergraphs (~¢=8= ~ff). 
The situation for Steiner quadruple systems is not quite clear so far; we derive 
some bounds for the small cases (of orders 8 and 16), combining the bounds on triple 
systems with some further observations. One can also show that a SQS of order v 
has upper chromatic number at most O(ln v) as v---~ oo, but this result is not included 
here because it is a particular case of a more general theorem on Steiner systems of 
arbitrarily given block size [7]. 
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1.1. Notation and terminology 
In most parts of the paper it will not be necessary to refer explicitly to the set of 
vertices of a hypergraph. Therefore, in order to simplify notation, we generally use the 
same letter ~ to denote the edge set and the hypergraph as well. In a few exceptional 
cases we write (X, ~¢g) to emphasize that X = V(~)  is the set of vertices (supposed to 
be finite throughout) and that the family ~ of (anti-)edges i a collection of subsets 
of X. Since our attention will be restricted to the cases ~¢ = ocg, ~ = ~ and d = 
-= ~¢g, and 9~ will always be a Steiner system, the term block will be used for the 
sets H E ~,  regardless of their actual status (edge or anti-edge). The letter v will 
always mean the number IXI -- IV(~) l  of vertices, and is termed the order 
of Jg. 
Further, we recall the following standard efinitions. For a hypergraph (X, ~t~), a set 
ScX  is stable if S contains no HE  ~¢t ~. The largest cardinality of a stable set in 
is called the stability number and is denoted by ~(o~¢t~). The complement of a stable 
set, i.e., a set T meeting all blocks H E 9~, is a transversal, and if X\T  is also a 
transversal, then T is said to be a blocking set. 
Let ~¢g be a family of anti-edges, and ~o an arbitrary strict colouring with 
~(~)  colours. Choosing a vertex from each colour class of ~o, the set obtained cannot 
contain any H E ~,  i.e., it must be stable. Thus, the following inequality is 
valid: 
Lemma 1 (Voloshin [9]). For any collection ~ of anti-edges, ~(~)<~(~) .  
Concerning Steiner systems, the definitions are given in the next section; and an 
upper bound on their stability number is derived in Section 5 (see Lemma 5). 
2. Steiner systems 
A Steiner system S(t,k,v) is a hypergraph (X, oUg), where X is a v-element set of 
vertices, and ~ is a family of k-element subsets of X (called blocks) such that any t 
distinct vertices of X appear together in precisely one block. A Steiner system with 
parameters t=2 and k=3 is called a Steiner triple system (denoted STS(v)), and with 
t=3 and k=4 it is called a Steiner quadruple system (denoted SQS(v)). Two Steiner 
systems (or, more generally, two hypergraphs) (X I ,~ I )  and (Xz,~2) are isomorphic 
if there exists a bijection between 3(1 and X2 that maps each block of oug~ onto a block 
of ~= and vice versa. A hypergraph (X r, ~)  is a subsystem of the Steiner system 
(X ,~)  if X 'cX ,  Jeg' C oug, IX'l>.k, and for each t-element set YCX'  the unique 
block H E ~ containing Y is a subset of X ~. 
It is well known that a STS(v) exists if and only if v - 1 or 3(mod6), and 
Hanani [5] proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of SQS(v) 
is v = 2 or 4 (mod 6). On the other hand, the number of non-isomorphic Steiner systems 
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of given order is not known. (The systems SQS(8) and SQS(10) are unique up to 
isomorphism [1].) 
Writing STS(v) and SQS(v) we shall always mean that each block is considered 
as an anti-edge, while the notation BSTS(v) and BSQS(v) (bi-Steiner triple/quadruple 
systems) will mean that each block is an edge and an anti-edge simultaneously. 
2.1. Recursive constructions of Steiner systems 
Next, we recall a technique suitable to produce triple and quadruple systems of 
approximately double order from smaller ones. 
Doubling plus one construction for STS. One can obtain a Steiner triple system 
of order 2v + 1 from a Steiner triple system of order v using the following construc- 
tion. Let (X ' ,~ ' )  be a STS(v) (with IX' I = v), and take a set X"  of vertices with 
IX"I = v + 1 and X' N X" = ~1. Recalling that v + 1 is even, consider a 1-factorization 
= {F1,F2 . . . . .  Fv} of the complete graph Kv+l on vertex set X", and define the 
collection oYg of triples on X := X' U X '1 in this way: 
(1) every triple belonging to ~ '  belongs to J%¢~, too; 
(2) ifxi E X' (i = 1,2 . . . . .  v) and yl,Y2 E X", then {xi, yl,y2}Eg~ if and only if 
{Yl,Y2} E Fi. 
It is easy to see that (X, ~¢t ~) is a STS(2v + 1), (Xt, Jeg ') is its subsystem, and X" is 
a stable set. 
The construction for quadruple systems is defined less explicitly, as it can be carried 
out in various different ways. 
Doubling Construction Class for SQS. Consider the class of those SQS(2v) which 
contain two vertex-disjoint Steiner quadruple systems of order v as subsystems. Some 
types of such constructions - - called doubling constructions - -  are presented by Doyen 
and Vandensavel [3], and Lindner and Rosa [6]. One simple way is to take two 
SQSs (X ,~)  and (X~,~ I) of order v on disjoint vertex sets, with a 1-factorization 
~-  ~- {F1  . . . . .  Fv- 1 } on X and a 1-factorization ~-1 = {F~,..., F~_ 1 } on X', and define 
the collection 
v--1 
U {{x,y,x',y'}l{x,y} E Fi,{x',y} E F[} 
i=1 
of new blocks, together with the blocks of ~ and ~.  
3. Sequences of exponential growth 
In this section we prove a technical result that will be important in connection with 
Steiner triple systems. 
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Lenuna 2. Let  1 <~nl <<.n2 <~ ".. <~nk be an increasin 9 sequence o f  k natural  numbers, 
and denote si :-- nl ÷n2 +- - .  ÷ ni fo r  i = 1,2 . . . . .  k. I f  the k inequalities 
i 
si(si - 1 ) <~ 3 ~ nj(nj  - 1 ) (i) 
j=l  
are satisfied fo r  all 1 <~ i <<.k, then n i >/2 i-1 also holds fo r  every i. 
Proof. We begin with two observations. First, it is easily seen that for the particular 
sequence with n i = 2 i-1 (i = 1,2 . . . . .  k), equality holds in each (i). Second, 
( . )  assuming ni - -2  i-1 for all 1 <~i<<.k- 1, the inequality (k) implies nk ~>2 k- l .  
We shall prove the lemma by induction on k. The case k = 1 is trivial as nl >~ 1 by 
assumption. Also, the assertion holds for k = 2; if nl -- 1, then n2 ~>2 follows by (2) 
(as a particular case of (*)), and if nl/>2, then n2 ~>2 because n2 ~>nl. 
For k >/3 let us suppose, for a contradiction, that the lemma is not true for some k, 
and let k be the smallest integer for which some counterexamples xist, Among all 
counterexamples nl, n2,... ,  nk consider those which contain the longest subsequence 
nl,n2 . . . . .  ni-1 with n: = 2 :-1 for all 1 <~:<~i - 1 (i = 1 is allowed). Finally, among 
these restricted counterexamples, let nl,n2 . . . . .  nk be one in which ni is minimum. It 
is clear that ni ~ 2/ -1 ,  and ni>~2 i - I  by (**), so we have ni>~2 i -1 q- 1. NOW there are 
three possibilities. 
Case 1: k = i + 1, or k ~> i + 2 and ni+ 1 < ni+2. We modify the sequence, defining 
n~ := ni - 1 and n~+ 1 := ni+l + 1. The sequence nl,n2 . . . . .  n~, n~+ 1. . . . .  nk cannot be 
a counterexample for k because n~ < n i and we assumed that n i is as small as possible. 
On the other hand, the inequalities ( j )  hold for all 2<~j<<.k; this fact can be seen as 
follows: 
• (1), (2) . . . . .  (i - 1 ) remain unchanged, 
• (i) is valid since n~>~2 i - l ,  
• every ( j )  is again valid for j > i since its left-hand side remains unchanged, while 
its right-hand side has increased because the only change in it is that ni(ni  -- 1 ) + 
ni+l(n i+l  -- 1) is rep laced by  the larger number  (ni - 1)(ni -2 )÷ (ni+l + 1)ni+l.  
This contradiction completes the proof of Case 1 when k>i  + 2 or ni+ 1 ~>2i; and one 
can verify by a simple calculation that the inequality (k) does not hold when k = i + 1 
and ni+l = 2 i - 1. 
Case 2: k = i+2,  or k>~i+3 and ni+l = ni+2 < ni+3. Now we make the following 
modifications: n~ := ni -- 1 and n~+ 2 := ni+2 ÷ 1. Again, to obtain a contradiction, it 
suffices to prove that ( j )  holds for all 1 <~j<<.k in the modified sequence. Analogous 
to the proof of Case 1, we obtain that (1),(2) . . . . .  ( i -  1),(i), (i + 2) . . . . .  (k) are valid, 
the only inequality to prove is (i + 1 ). 
Suppose that (i + 1) is not valid, i.e., 
i--1 
(Si+I -- 1)(Si+I -- 2) > 3 ~ n j (n j  -- 1) -{- 3(n i  -- 1)(ni -- 2) ÷ 3ni+l(n i+l  -- 1). 
i=1 
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We recall that the inequality (i + 2) is valid for the original sequence by assumption. 
Since ni+l = ni+2, we can write it in the following way: 
i+1 
(si+ 1 ÷ n i+ l  ) (S i+ 1 ÷ n i+ 1 - -  1)~<3 ~ n j (n j  - -  1) + 3n i+ l (n i+ l  - -  1). 
j=l 
Taking the sum of these last two inequalities, we obtain 
S i+ ln i+ 1 ÷ s i+ 1 - -  1 < n i+ l (n i+ 1 - l )  ÷ 3n i  - 3. 
This is impossible, however, because the condition ni+ 1 >>-ni >/1 implies 
S i+ ln i+ l  ÷ S i+l  - -  1 >>, n in i+ 1 ÷ n~+ 1+ ni  q- n i+ l  - -  1 
: n i+ l (n i+ 1 - -  1) ÷ n in i+ 1 ÷ 2ni+l ÷ ni  - -  l 
>i n i+ l (n i+ 1 - -  l )q -4n  i - -  1 
> n i+ l (n i+ 1 - l )  ÷ 3n i - 3 .  
So (i + 1) is true for the new sequence. This contradiction completes the proof of 
Case 2 when k>~i + 3 or n i+2>~2i+l ;  and by a simple calculation one can show that 
the inequality (k) does not hold when k = i + 2 and ni+ 2 :ni+1:2i+1 -- I. 
Case 3: ni+l : n i+2 : ni+3. In this case we obtain an immediate contradiction, 
showing that the inequality (i ÷ 3) is not valid. Indeed, denoting n := si+3, we have 
nj<~n/3 for all l~<j~<i+3, thus, 
ren  n \1 
3[(nl(nl 1) + n2(n2 1) +'"+n i+3(n i+3-1) ]~<9[~- l ) J  < n(n -1) .  
This final contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
4. Tight bound for Steiner triple systems 
In tlais section we prove an upper bound for the upper chromatic number of Steiner 
triple systems of given order, where each block is viewed as an anti-edge. Our theorem 
will yield the exact value of ~(oeg) for an infinite class of STSs, and it will also imply 
that some triple systems are uncolourable if each block is an edge and anti-edge at the 
same time. 
Theorem 1. I f  ~ & a Steiner triple system o f  order v~<2k-1 (k E N), then ~(oeg)<<.k. 
Proof. Consider a strict colouring of ~ ,  with h := ~(~'~) colours, and denote by ni the 
cardinality of the ith colour class (i = 1,2 .... , h). Suppose, without loss of generality, 
that 1 ~<nl ~< -." <~nh also holds. Denoting by X,, the union of the first i colour classes 
and putting si := IX~l = nl + n2 + " • + ni, the number of vertex pairs with different 
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colours in X,. is 
m . -  
i 
Si(S i -- l ) nj(nj - 1) 
2 ~-~ 2 ' 
j= l  
and the number of  monochromatic pairs is 
s~(s i  - 1) 
P ' -  2 m. 
Each pair in X/ belongs to a unique block H E ~f. Since we have a strict colouring, 
the pair must be monochromatic f H ~ Xi, and if H C X/, then at most two of the 
three pairs in H are 2-coloured. Therefore, m<~2p, i.e., 
si(s i -- 1) m> l m (1) 
2 
for all 1 ~< i ~< h, or equivalently, 
i 
si(si - 1 ) <<. 3 ~ nj(nj - 1 ). (2) 
j= l  
Thus, by Lemma 2, we obtain ni >>-2 i -1  • By the assumption v~<2 k - 1, we conclude 
h h 
2 k - 1 >~v = ~ni>>. ~-~'~ 2 i-1 = 2 h - 1 = 2 2~ - 1 (3) 
i=1 i=1 
implying ~(gf~)~<k. [] 
In fact, the above argument gives much more than just an upper bound on ~( J f ) :  
Corollary 1. I f  J r  is a STS(v) with v<~2 k -  1 and ~( J f )=  k, then 
(i) v = 2 k - 1; 
(ii) in any strict colourin9 of  ~ with k colours, the colour classes have cardinalities 
2° ,21 , . . .  ,2 k-I 
and all of  them are stable sets; 
(iii) ~ is obtained from STS(3) by the repeated application of  the doublin9 plus 
one construction. 
Proof. From the last inequality (3) we see that h = k implies v = 2 k - 1 and 
ni = 2 i-1 for all l<<.i<<.k; moreover, the inequalities (1) must hold with equalities. 
Thus, m = 2p, and therefore ach X/must induce a subsystem ~/C  ~.  Consequently, 
~,ufi_l is a subsystem also in ~/ ;  moreover IX,\X~-ll -- Ix~-ll + 1 and any pair of 
vertices (x,y) with x EX/-1 and y EXi\Xi_I is contained in a block (x,y,z),  where 
z E X/\X/_I. So, every x E X/-1 characterizes a 1-factor of the complete graph with 
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vertex set X/\X/_I. Thus, ~/ is obtained from ~/-1 by the doubling plus one con- 
struction for 3<~i<~k, and each X/\X/_1 is a stable set. [] 
Moreover, assuming v = 2 k - 1, the structures attaining equality in Theorem 1 can 
be characterized recursively: 
Theorem 2. The upper chromatic number of a Steiner triple system ~ of order 2 k -  1 
is equal to k if and only if ~ is obtained from .STS(3) by a sequence of doubling 
plus one constructions. 
Proof. Necessity follows by the previous corollary. To prove sufficiency, we apply 
induction on k. For k = 2, STS(3) has three vertices and a unique block, therefore, 
~(~)  = 2 = k. Assuming that Jg' is a STS(2 k-1 - 1) admitting a strict colouring 
with colours 1, 2 .... , k -  1, let Y be a STS(2 k -  1) obtained from ~¢~' by the dou- 
bling plus one construction. Assigning colour k to all vertices of V(Jt~)\V(~') ,  we 
obtain a strict colouring for 3¢~; therefore, ~(~¢t~)~>k, and hence, ~(3¢t ~) = k by 
Theorem 1. [] 
We formulate one more result on the exact value of ~(g)  in a particular class of 
Bi-Steiner systems BSTS(2 k -  1), i.e., considered as mixed hypergraphs in which all 
the blocks H E ~ are anti-edges and edges at the same time. 
Theorem 3. I f  ~f is a BSTS(2 k -  1) obtained from STS(3) by a sequence of doublin9 
plus one constructions, then ~(~,e)=k. 
Proof. To show ~(~t°)~>k, notice that each colour class is a stable set in the (op- 
timal) k-colouring of STS(2 k - 1) constructed in the proof of Theorem 2; therefore, 
BSTS(2 k - 1) also admits a strict k-colouring. Since ~(3¢C)~<k by Theorem 1, the 
assertion follows. [] 
At the end of this section we point out that some Steiner triple systems, when viewed 
as mixed hypergraphs, do not admit a strict colouring. 
Theorem 4. There exists an infinite family of uncolourable bi-Steiner triple 
systems. 
Proof. It has been proved by Brandes and Rfdl [2] that, for a constant c > 4 and for 
infinitely many values of v, there exists a Steiner triple system ~ of order v with no 
stable set of cardinality cv/-~ In v. Clearly, in these systems, the lower chromatic number 
Z(~)  should be greater thanv/-v/(c Inv), while we know from Theorem 1 that the upper 
chromatic number ~(~¢g) cannot exceed Flog2(v + 1)1. Thus, if v is sufficiently large, 
the inequality ~(~,Q) < g(~)  should hold, and this contradiction implies that BSTS(v) 
is uncolourable. [] 
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5. Steiner quadruple systems 
In this section we put some observations on the upper chromatic number of Steiner 
and bi-Steiner quadruple systems. Before determining the exact values for block designs 
of small orders (v~< 16), we present he following general ower bound. 
Lemma 3. I f  a SQS(2 k) is obtained f rom SQS(4) by a sequence of  doublin9 construc- 
tions, then its upper chromatic number is at least k + 1. 
Proof. For k :2 ,  SQS(4) has a unique block on four vertices, therefore very colouring 
with precisely (or, at most) 3 = k ÷ 1 colours is a strict colouring. Now, one can apply 
a simple inductive argument, aking a strict (k + 1 )-colouring of (X, ~)  and assigning 
colour k + 2 to all the vertices of (X', o~¢t~'). [] 
The study of the small cases below shows that the number k + 1 is in fact tight 
at least up to k : 5, and perhaps (log 2 v) + 1 is a general upper bound on ~(9¢t ~) for 
Steiner quadruple systems ~ of order v. (In [7], only the weaker bound O(ln v) is 
proved.) Next, we observe that the inequality ~(~)  > (log 2 v) + 1 would have some 
consequences on the colour classes of strict colourings with that many colours. 
Lemma 4. In every strict colourinq with more than k + 1 colours in a SQS(2 k), each 
colour class has at least two vertices. 
Proof. Let us suppose, for a contradiction, that ~ is a SQS(2 k) which admits a strict 
colouring with q + 1 > k + 1 colours, where some colour class has just one vertex x. 
Consider the derived triple system 
:= Ix H 
which is a STS(2 k - 1). The initial colouring of 9¢t ° on the 2 k - 1 vertices of 9~ -x 
uses q ~> k + 1 colours, therefore Theorem 1 implies that this is not a strict colouring of 
~ut°-x. Hence, there exists a block (triple) T with three different colours. Then T t3 {x} 
is a totally multicoloured block of ~ and this is a contradiction. [] 
A particular case of the following general observation on the stability number of 
Steiner systems will be useful in connection with SQS(8). This result is a stronger 
version of a theorem of Gionfriddo and Lo Faro [4], who proved that if the corre- 
sponding Steiner systems have a blocking set T, then ITI = v/2 necessarily holds. 
Lennna 5. Let t > 2 be an odd inteqer. Then, in every Steiner system S(t, t + 1, v), 
the stability number is at most v/2. 
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Proof. Let (X, Jcf) be a S(t,t + 1,v) with IX[ = v. For every subset SCX,  IS[ : s ,  
consider the induced subhypergraph 
Xes := {H ~ ~IHcS}.  
By a theorem of [4], the number 
I~s l -  I~x\sl = f(t ,v,s)  
is a function of the cardinality of S - -  but does not depend on the actual choice of 
the set S - -  and if s > v/2, then f(t ,  v, s) > 0. Therefore, 
I~s l -  [~x\sl > o 
whenever [S[ > v/2, i.e., a set of cardinality greater than v/2 cannot be stable. [] 
Proposition 1. I f  ,~ is the (unique) SQS(8), then -~(~)= 4. 
Proof. In SQS(8) there exist blocking sets, and therefore Lemma 5 implies that the 
stability number is exactly 4. Moreover, Lemma 3 yields that ~(Jcf)~>4, but on the 
other hand ~(3¢f)~<0~(~f ~) = 4 by Lemma 1; thus, ~(~)  = 4. [] 
In the next result we determine the upper chromatic number of the (unique) mixed 
hypergraph BSQS(8). 
Proposition 2. I f  (X, ~)  is the BSQS(8), then ~(~f~) = 3. 
Proof. We know that there exists a blocking set T in SQS(8). So we can assign 
colour 1 to the vertices of T, and colours 2 and 3 in an arbitrary distribution to the 
vertices of XkT. Then every block contains a vertex of colour 1, and some vertex with 
another colour, and also it has a monochromatic pair because the number of colours, 
3, is smaller than the block size, 4. In this way we obtain a strict colouring, therefore, 
~(Jf~)/> 3. 
Let us suppose, for a contradiction, that ~(~Yf)~>4. Consider first the case where 
all the colour classes have two vertices. In SQS(8) there are 14 blocks, each of them 
containing at least one monochromatic pair of vertices. But we have only four colour 
classes with two vertices, and each vertex pair belongs to three blocks only, therefore 
this colouring is impossible. 
Consider next the case where a colour class with precisely one vertex x exists. 
Deleting x from the blocks containing it, we obtain a derived system STS(7). By 
Corollary 1, the other three colour classes have the respective cardinalities 2°, 21, 2 2. 
Denote these colour classes by Co, C1, C2, respectively. Clearly, g := Co U C1 must 
be a block in STS(7); otherwise the vertex of Co would be incident to a 3-coloured 
triple, yielding a 4-coloured block in g .  The three distinct pairs of vertices inside B 
are contained in six different blocks of SQS(8) where x is not present and the number 
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of blocks not containing x is seven. Notice further that those six blocks together with 
the seven blocks incident o x provide each y E B with the seven blocks containing y. 
Thus, the 14th block should be C2 itself, and this is impossible because in the mixed 
hypergraph BSQS(8) all the colour classes must be stable sets. [] 
We can derive further information about the position of colour classes in a strict 
colouring of SQS(8) with four colours. 
Corollary 2. I f  (X,J~f) is the SQS(8), where all the blocks are anti-edges, then 
every strict colouring with four colours has precisely one monochromatic block, this 
block forms a colour class, and the other colour classes have 1, 1, and 2 vertices, 
respectively. 
Proof. Strict colourings with four colours exist in SQS(8), since ~(~f~) = 4 by 
Proposition 1, and in these colourings at least one colour class is not a stable set 
because the upper chromatic number of BSQS(8) is 3. I f  the vertices of a block 
H E ~ form a 4-element colour class, then X\H is 3-coloured, and every other 
4-element subset of X meets both H and X\H;  thus, H is the unique monochromatic 
block. 
Let us suppose that a monochromatic block H E ~ is contained in a colour class C 
with five vertices (and hence the other three colour classes are singletons). Con- 
sider again the set H := X\H.  It is a block because our system is SQS(8). Thus, 
H is coloured with four distinct colours, contradicting the assumption that we have 
a strict colouring. Since a colour class with more than five vertices cannot exist in 
a 4-colouring of SQS(8), it follows that only one monochromatic block can occur, and 
the other colours occur with multiplicity 1, 1, and 2, respectively. [] 
To handle quadruple systems of order 16, we shall need an inequality that we state 
in the following more general form. 
Lemma 6. Let (X, J~f) be an SQS(v). I f  nl,... ,nk are the cardinalities of the colour 
classes )(1 . . . . .  Xk in a strict k-colouring of ~ ,  then 
24 = I~1 ~< ~ 2 ~ " 
i=1 i=1 
Proof. There are (2 i) monochromatic pairs of colour i, and each pair is contained in 
precisely (v -  2)/2 blocks. If IH nX~L = 3, where H E ~f~ and X/ is the set of vertices 
of colour i, then H has been counted three times and we can subtract it twice. If 
5 H C_Xi, then H has been counted six times and we can subtract it five times, i.e., 
times for each of its four 3-subsets. [] 
Proposition 3. I f  J/f is a SQS(16), then ~(~)~<5, and this upper bound is tight. 
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Proofi First, we prove the inequality ~(9f¢)~< 5. Consider a strict colouring of A~. If  
a colour class contains only one vertex x, we can consider the derived triple system 
(X',~f ~') of order 15 with respect o x. This system has ~(gf ~') = 4 by Lemma 1, so, 
in this case, at most five colours can occur in g .  
x-,k (ni~ >/20 holds by If  no colour class is a singleton, then we apply the fact that z..~i=l t2J 
Lemma 6. Thus, if we consider the colour distributions in the colourings of 9f ~ with 
k/> 6 colours, we see that the only possible case is when we have six colour classes 
with cardinalities ni = n2 = n3 = n4 = n5 = 2 and n6---6; but even in this case, the 
inequality of Lemma 6 is not satisfied. 
On the other hand, we have seen in Lemma 3 that ~(gf ~) ~> 5 if 9f ~ is obtained from 
SQS(8) by the doubling construction. [] 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this research we obtained the first results on the upper chromatic number of par- 
ticular Steiner systems. We concentrated our attention on triple systems A~ of order v, 
proved the upper bound ~( J f )  ~< [log2(v + 1 )], characterized the extremal hypergraphs 
attaining the equality ~(AP) = log2(v + 1 ) and described their optimal colourings, and 
observed that some Steiner triple systems produce uncolourable mixed hypergraphs. 
We derived some bounds for quadruple systems, too. 
Contrary to STS(v), very little is known about the behaviour of ~(A ¢~) in the systems 
S(t, t+ 1, v) of block size t+ 1/>4. Instead of a tight bound, only an asymptotic estimate 
of O(lnv) is proved for every fixed t in [7], where some 'sparser' systems S(t,k,v) 
with k ~< t -  2 are also considered. 
Concerning the results presented in this note, the following questions arise: 
1. How tight is the bound [log2(v + 1)] on the upper chromatic number of Steiner 
systems STS(v) if v is not of the form 2 k - 1? 
2. Is ~(~)~<(log 2 v )+ 1 valid for every Steiner quadruple system of order v? 
3. Investigate ~(A ¢~) for the mixed hypergraphs BSQS(v). Can ~(AP) be arbitrarily 
large? Can it grow at the speed of c In v for some constant c > 0? 
Concerning bi-Steiner systems, one possible way to improve upper bounds on 
seems to be the study of lower bounds on the number of monochromatic blocks in 
the strict colourings of systems where all the blocks are anti-edges. For instance, we 
found an analogue of Corollary 2 for SQS(16) in [7], but those observations have not 
led to stronger esults on ~ so far. 
Also it remains an open problem to determine the smallest v admitting an un- 
colourable Steiner triple system of v vertices. 
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